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CHAPTER I 
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 
Introduction 
The decade of the sixties has seen many radical changes for man, 
not only in the rapidly advancing technological fields, but in the.areas 
of general personal.and social awareness and perception. Whether 
advanced technology produces a more acute awareness, or whether our per~ 
ceptions and insights .are the basis of our advances may be a moot· point. 
Of prime importance, however, especially to. the educator in th.e profes-
sional setting is, the shift .in emphases· and attitudes which have pro-
duced an·acute·concern about the mental health of children (Clarizo and 
Yelon, 1970), 
In the recent past, problems. of· this nature. have been ,handled in a 
traditionally clinical or psychotherapeutic manner (Levitt, 1957); how-
ever there has been increasing dissatisfaction with the effectiveness.of· 
this treatment, . and combined with the marked decrease in available 
clinical personnel to deal wi t:h the.Se children, has lead to the conclu ... 
sion that a.situation constructed.on a real life basis might more readily 
produce the desired effe.cts (Redl, 1962; Clarizo and Yelon, 1970). 
There is at present, a widespread interest in the emotionally dis~ 
turbed child in the public sc.hools (Rhodes, 1962; Cohen, 1966), This. 
change suggests ·that·those professionals concerned with the education of 
children nqw · see the disturbed child as .an exceptional child and in need 
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of special attention .and assistance. · As ,ninety-eight .percent of the 
emetionally disturbed children in· the public schools' remain: in ·a regular 
class; and in view: of tq.e afo.rementioned problems, it seems that the 
necessary areas of cqncentrat;ion for the fut;ure woulg include-the devel-
opmertt.of a school's own re-:-educational facility, and a strong source of. 
' . ' ' 
support·for the claijsroom·teachers. Needless to say, these primary con-:-
c·entrat;iom~ hinge -on an admission of the .a priori knowledge .that there 
exist tho~e·children whose behavior is so deviant that it-interferes· 
with learning, and·therefore necessarily the school must supercede its 
sole funct:i,.on of proponent of _active learning and turn to tqe role·of 
behavior .modifier. 
Significance of the Problem 
The·trend in the literature.seems to indicate cqnfm~ion.on·the 
part of educators about hG>w .best to proceeg in educating the emotionally 
disturbed ch_ild in the public el,ementary schqol. While much has· been. 
written about various eq.ucationa,1 programs· for the emotionally di,sturbed 
child, and while the public schools·have·initiated many experimental 
studies, demonstrat;ions., and projects to bridge the gap between sound 
meµtal health principles and class.room practices ·(Hewett, 196 7; Becker, 
et al, 1969; Knoblock; 1966; Cohen, ·1967), little has been written;. (1) 
to describe their ac,tiv:i;tie~ in sufficient detail to. permit a thorough. 
analysis and (2) to explain the considerable range of different proce- . 
dures being used (Hollis.ten and· Goldst;on, 1969). 
Morse (1968) has .stated that there iei an obvious 'need· for greater . 
systematization aI).d more rigorous ·research to determine effective prq-
cedures and methods;of facilita,ting the.re-educatian of-emotionally 
disturbed children in the public-school setting, 
The literature reveals such programs as the crisis teacher, the 
project teacher, the educational engineer, and the clinical educator, 
but no mention is made of using an educational therapist as a technique 
for modifying the behavior patterns of emotionally disturbed children 
in the public schools, The use of an educational therapist as a tech-. 
nique for educational intervention could utilize the dimensions,of 
re-education, support and assistance, and social reinforcement as com-
ponents of a teaching strategy for modifying the behavior patterns of 
e~otionally disturbed children in public school attendance. 
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Cohen (1964) and-Bower (1966) have pointed out that an approach 
which emphasizes support.and assistance for the child to grow and develop 
in ways consistent with his intact; abilities appears more promising in. 
the re-education of emotionally disturbed children in the public school. 
Further, Bower (1970) describes the need to go into life situations in 
the community and at key point;s where adjustment difficulties are apt 
to arise, namely in the public school, to work with emotionally disturbed 
children. 
To depend solely on clinic and professionals outside .the school to 
solve .the problem of the ever-rising number of disturbed children has 
become unrealistic. Since ninety-eight percent of the emotionally dis-
turbed children in the public schools remain in a regular class (Lang, 
Morse, and Newman, 1965), the primary source of support should be for 
the classroom teacher. The school needs to develop its own re-education-
al facility and to admit that there are children whose behavior is so 
deviant that it interferes with learning, Thus, the school, once the 
center of active learning only, is being forced to assume the role of 
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behavior modifier ,if it is to meet the challenge and demands imposed by. 
the emptiqnally dieturbed child. 
Thus, the use of a teaching strategy for emotionally disturbed 
childre.n using. a comqination· of aforementioned approaches and methods 
appears more promising. The utilization of an educational'therapist as 
a· teaching str.ategy incorporates the dimensions of modification of con-
duct behavior, social rei;nforcers, and selected remedial educ.ational 
techniques in the public school setting for the re-education of emotion-
ally disturbed ch.ildren. Such a psychoeducational teachi17-g strategy 
also provides·supportive services,conct,trrent with the on-going regular 
school· activities and in. the ,public school .. attended by the emotionally 
disturbed child. 
Statement of the Problem. 
It was the purpose of this study to,determine the effectiveness of 
the use of an educational therapist as a technique for teaching emotion-
ally disturbed children in th,e regular classroom·in,public school atten-
dance. The further purpose was .an attempt by the educational thel;'apist · 
to modify the conduct .behavior pattern of emotionally disturbed chi+dren 
in the public ,school by the intervention of educational remediation in 
reading on.an individual basis and the use of social reinforcers, 
Operational Definitions 
' Educational Therapy - .A process of'educational remediation and 
counseling that; helps a student to gain mastery of himself and his· life 
situations, Such treatme17-t is .used in conjunction with special:i,zed edu-
cational techniques and materials employed to diminish the discrepancy 
between academic potential and level of attainment. 
Therapy - Ariy educational process that helps a.child lose some of 
his feelings·· of helplessness. and helps him attain greater mastery of 
self and life situatio-q.s through education, re-educat:f-on, Icou"Q.seling, .. 
guidance and remediation, 
I 
Educational Therapist - A professional who employs educational and 
psychological techniques on an indiviqual basis that helps to correct 
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or. reduce a . child's disturbed behavior, . disordered thinking, and achieve · 
greater mastery in academic skills, 
Soci.al Reinforcers ·- Social. reinforcers .are defined as verbal com-
ments by the educatiollal therapist indicating acceptance, approval, and 
pra:Lse for a behavior or tasl<;; inqividual attention; and the.therapist's 
nearness, 
Emotionally Disturbed - A child who exhibits behavior that inter-. 
feres. with learning and presents difficulty in maintaining and achieving 
satisfactory interpersonal relationships, 
Conduct Behavior - The over.t behavior of emotionally disturbed 
child.ren 1selected for mqdification by the .educational therapists, 
Hypotheses 
The hyp0theses of this study, stated in tqe Null form are as fo1-
lows:. 
Hl: There .is no significant difference in attention span between 
the control and experimental group. 
H2: There is no significant· difference in distractibility between .. 
the control and experimental grbupo 
H3: There is no significant difference in hyperactivity between 
the control and experimental group. 
H4: There is.no significant difference in restlessness between 
the co.ntrol and experimental group. 
HS: There is no significant di~ference ;in disobed;i.ence betwsen 
the.control and experimental ·group. 
H6: There is no significant difference in disruptiveness between 
the control and experimental groµp. 
H7: The.re i51 no significant difference in reading achievement 
between the control and experimental group. 
HS: There is no significant differencs in measured changes of 
personality patterns between. the control and. experimental greiup. 
Limitations·of the Study 
This study is not designed to evaluate: 
(1) Whether or not·the educational.setting is the proper one (all 
children will be in. regular ,classrooms). 
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(2) Whether br not educational support in lieu of psychiatric care 
would change behavipr toward learning (all children .will be under psy-
cq.iatric care). 
(3) Whether or not. the children will receive higher grades as 
recorded on their report cards. 
Organization of Re~aining Chapters 
In Chapter II related. literature is reviewed pertaining to the. 
sensitivity to the recognition of problem behavior and/or emotionally 
disturbed behavior. Literature is sununarized on definable patterns of 
behavior, .exhibited by emotionally disturbed children, and types of 
strategy for the re-education of th.e emotionally disturbed child. 
Chapte.r III presents a description of the method· and design of the 
study, selection of subjects, procedure, description of materials, and 
test instruments used. 
Chapter IV inc],udes the.results of the investigation, Each hypo-
thesis is treated with reference .. to the. data appropriate to it. 
Chapter V presents an overall summary, along with recommendations' 
based on the findings. 
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CHAP.TER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED. LITERATURE 
Introduction 
The education of emotionally .disturbed children in the public · 
schoo.l' se~ting is a relatively new field of endeavor. Very few articles 
exist that are directly related to this problem (Phillips, 1969), but 
new reeearch and interests are being generated yearly, Schools have 
had the tendency in the ,past .to depend upon, referrals of emotionally 
di~turbed childr:en.to cl:i.nicians such as psychologists, psychiatrists; 
and the individualized contacts of social workers for some kind of 
psychotherapeutic treatment.· Educational provisions for the emotionally 
disturbed child in the public school have, untiJ,. recently, been negli ... 
gible. Consequently, .teachers struggle arduously, but Il\Ore often than· 
not, are forced to settle for a modicum of, succe.ss. The c1;1rrent trend 
of simply inaugurating special classes will not prove a satisfactory· 
solution. Rathei;- the.re is a need for the .involvement of adequate pro-
grams· of various·kinds to meet the challenge·presented by the emotionally 
·· disturbed child in the public ,schooL These will rest upon, the combined 
efforts of psychological, psychic;1,tric, sociological; and·educational 
programs designed for intervention and prevention. 
It is ·the purpose of this section to provide a review of the 
literature.associated with and related to the development of this study. 
A sample o~ scientific cqntributions to the. body of knowledge related to 
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the major cori-cepts of the present study is included. The major divisions 
of thu.s review are: (1) defin,able patterns of behavior of emotionally 
disturbed children; (2) sele.cted types of re-educat;ional interventiqn 
programs as they pertain to corrective procedures in working with the 
emotionally disturbed child; and (3) a summary statemenL 
Definable Behavior Patterns 
The review of studies and observations leads to the. belief that 
emotionally disturbed children have definable patterns of ·behavior · 
toward .the educatfonal process (Thomas, Cher:r, and Birch, 1968; Morse, 
Cutler, and Fink, 1964). •Further; those·patterns of behavior most. 
commonly.associated with emotional disturbances are obtainable from the 
narrative descript:i,ons,of teachers concerning problem behavior (Quay, 
1964, 1965). It is no secret that.the American Psychiatric Diq.gnostic 
Nomenclature used by clinic.al psychqlogist$ and psychiatrists, and pop-,-
ular in most mental hea.lth clinics, is not particularly. useful in plan-
ning remedial and interventional strategies of re-education in the. 
public elementary school' settingo The ch.ild is• typically referred by 
the classroom teaqher, either to the school'psychologists, or a practi-
tioner or agency outside of the .school'where he is given .the usual. 
diagnost:i-c workup. If he is placed in a special class, the .likel.ihood · 
is great that the. teach.er will ignore most of tl).e materia.1 in the diag-
nostic ·reports (Morse, Cutler, and·Fink, 1964)0 
There are several trends and·developments·in identifying emotionally 
di$turbed ch.ildren, using the ratings of teachers, parents, and others, 
which show promise in early detec~ion of maladaptive behavioro · First, 
teachers .are becoming more sldlled at identifying and differentiating 
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between normal behavior, prabletn behavio.r, and · emotional behavior •. 
It is now recognized that: teachers. have considerable sen$itivity 
to problem behavior and .emetionally disturbed behavior. Whereas Wick-; 
man~s·(1928) classical study showed.that teachers and mental hygienists 
differed considerably in their interpretation of children's .behavior 
problems,. Hunter (1957) found them to .be quite similar. We now have 
evidence (Lewis, 1965) that; the . teacher's concern for disruptive cl,ass-
room behavior is justified because the results. obtained in several 
follow~up studie.s suggests· that it is ·the. conc;luct problem child who is 
most vulnerable t~ severe emotional. disturbance in adult lifeo 
A detailed report; published by the California State,DepartmeI).t, 
iI).dicates that .the ov.ert .behavior ,patterns of ·children selected by class'-· 
room teachers· as emotiona:1-ly distur)Jed .behavior does .not differ signi..:.. 
ficantly from the judgmen.t of clini,cians and that behavior does, in. 
fact,. interfer with. the educational process and/or .learning. Further; 
Bower's (1969) stu,dies have indicated that teachers' judgments of 
emotional disturbances ar.e very muqh like the judgment of clinicians and 
the behavior of emotionally disturbed children interferes with learning 
with eq.ch grade level. Qua,y 1s,(1965) study based.on teacher ratings.of 
overt behavior indicates a definable pattern of behavioro The patterns 
of behavior of emoti<;>:nally disturbed ch.ildren also appear to preve~t 
them from achievi,ng at: a• consistent rate .(Stone, Rowley, 1964; Bower, 
1969; California.Report; 1965; and Fenichel, _1966). 
Bo~er (196 7) has·• formulated a. teacher rating device which could 
help a teacher to differentiate the emotionally disturbed child from the 
rest of the children in the. class~ The Bower designed rating instrument 
indicated·that.eighty-seven.percent of the.clinicalJ:y known emotionally 
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disturbed children were rated by their classroom teachers as among the 
most poorly adjusted children.in the classo The rat:ing .scale also 
indi.cated that teachers' judgment of emotional disturbance is quite 
similar to the judgment of clinicians. The academic achievement of 
these child~en identified as emotionally disturbed in reading was signi~ 
ficantly lo.wer than the reading achievement of the rest of the class o 
Stone and Rowley (1969) have.found that emotionally disturbed children. 
have .educational disabilities in both reading and arithmetic. 
McCaffrey and·Cumming (1961) have pointed out that teachers' rating 
'p}pvides a reliable means for determining items of behavior mqst cQm-
. -, manly associated with emotional distur.bances. Their findings of teach-
_.::t1' 
';!! 
ers' ratings of problem behavior suggest ways in which a.child may 
become a problem which have educational implicqtions for prevention, 
The McCaffrey and Cummings findings suggest ways'in which re-education 
and corrective strategy may be useful in the public elementary school 
setting .. 
Second, sound research using teacher behavior ratings has identi~ 
fied three problem types. These three. problem types have been labeled 
as conduct problems, personality problems, and problems of immaturity 
and inadequac;:y (Quay, Morse., and Cutler, 196 7), The problem behavior 
scale used to identify the problem areas of conduct pehavior, personal-
ity problems, and problems of immaturity was. first developed by Peterson ... 
(1961). This scale represents the most·commonproblem behaviors of· 
children referred to a child guidance center and diagnosed as·emotion-
ally disturbed. 
Since its publication, the items of the scale have been subjected 
to a series .of factor analyses on a variety of populations (Quay, 1964; 
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Quay.and.Quay, 1965), These studies hav:e uniformly shown.that·three 
factorially independent behavior dimensions account for over three-
fourths. of the problem behavior.. The first. dimension is identified as 
conduct behavior, the second is·identified as problem behavior, and·the 
third dimension is identified as problems of immaturity. The results of 
previous research also indicate·that the scale can be reliably used by 
teachers., principals, and others (Quay, Morse, and Cutler, .1969). 
The results of studies indicate cl~arly that the.behavior problems 
of children in,a wide sampling of special puQlic school.classes for the 
emotionally disturbed ca.n · be ·understood ·within the three..,.dimensional 
framework·identified. Pri0r research has also demonstrated that: these 
three dimensions can.be found in the analysis of data of a historical 
nature (Quay, 1967), and in personq.lity rating responses (Peterson, Quay, 
and Tiffany, 1961), Certainly these behavior dimensions identified by 
Quay as conduct behavior, pr~blem behavior, and problems of immaturity, 
objectively observable, and reliably rated, provide a potentially more. 
adequate and realistic way of looking at problem behavior of children 
than do.es the application of psychiatric, nosological labels which are. 
of doubtful reliability even when. applied to adults (Schmidt, and Fonda, 
1956). 
While it is important·to have knowledge of general pat:;tern.s of 
behavior that negatively affect adjustment, it is equally important to 
have knowledge of specific behavioral characteristic51 found within these 
patterns that: adversely affect classroom performc;1.nce. Many of these. 
characteristics are o.bvious to the objective observer. This study has 
selected six behavior characteristics for modification from the general 
pattern of conduct behavior as identified by Quay (1966) and those that 
interfere with classroom performance. Also, these selected behaviors 
have a heavy factor loading in the behavior dimension of conduct prob-
lems as reported in the studies of Quay (1964), Quay and Quay (1966). 
Types of Irtterventional Programming 
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The use of various·processes to modify childrens' behavior, exclu-
sive of traditional therapy is not something new and bold. However, it 
took Caplan (1963), with a term like "intervention techniques," and Redl 
(1959), with his concept of milieu, to work out an elaborate set of 
dimensions including both props and people. Caplan points out that if 
intervention is to have significance in the re-educational process, it 
must be aligned with the total life of the child. The implication of 
this appears.clear for the classroom teacher. No matter how well 
designed and executed classroom centered intervention processes.may be, 
their impact will be of little value unless it touches the critical 
issues in the child's life. 
An adequate program for helping the emotionally disturbed child 
will make provisions for externally focused interventions and internally 
focused work as well. It is unusual for either alone to be sufficient 
to produce changes of a.desired nature in the seriously disturbed child 
(Morse, 1966). Therefore, the two major vectors.of classroom irtter-
ventions are the academic·and adjustment areas. These two major.ele-
ments provide the intervention which constitutes the very heart of 
therapeutic education (Morse, 1965; Rhodes, 1963; Haring and Phillips, 
1962). 
Although there are numerous.types of programming for treating emo-
tional disturbances (Harper, 1959), and al though these alleged methods 
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could become confused in trying to understand them in terms of their 
similarities and differences, there are really only two psychoeducational 
therapeutic approaches. One of these is based on some method of inter-
ference (Phillips, 1961; Bandura, 1961; Krasner and Ullman, 1965). In 
this type of re-education, the educational therapists act to interfere 
with the pathological processes, and these interferences may be carried 
out in a variety of ways (Haring, 1960; Phillips, Wiener, and Haring, 
1960; Krasner and Ullman, 1956). 
The various methods and programming for educational therapy and 
re-education have several characteristics irt common: (1) they are based 
on correcting observable behavior that is interfering with academic 
achievement; (2) they seek to change the stimuli so that a different 
response is likely; (3) they give priority to control of behavior; and 
(4) the interferenc;e methoqs·emphasize growth and relearning elements 
in behavior. 
The liter:ature reyeals such intervening educational programs for 
modifying the behavior of emotionaUy disturbed children, Such programs 
as the crisis teacher, educational.engineer, and clinician educator are 
suggested and applied in the classroom, but no mention is.made in the 
literature of using an educational therapist as a technique for modify-
ing the behavior patterns of emotionally disturbed children in the 
public elementary school; 
The crisis teacher offers counseling on a one-time basis (Caplan, 
1966), In a reported project st4dy (Stark and Bentzen, 1965), where 
emotionally di$turbed children were integrated with normally adjusted 
children within the classroom, it was found that the use of a project 
teacher with experience in counseling and remedial work could help 
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em.otidnally distu,rbed children. Th~·engineered classroom concept has 
been explored by Haring and Phillips (1962), Whelan and Haring (1966), 
and Quay (1966), as a technique for the re-education of emotionally 
disturbed children. In the engineered classroom (Hewett, 1969), the 
teacher· is ,assigned the ro.le of behavioral engineer. He attempts to 
define cer.tain maladaptive behavior, appropriate task assignments. for 
studen.ts, provide meaningful rewards for learning, and maintain well-
defined litt1it.s ·of order, The.· clinician educator offers counseling and 
support in an after-school hours prQgram in a .residential setting, as 
in Project Re ,Ed (Hobbs,. 1969; Lewis, J969). 
The utilization of ari. educational therapist as a technique for 
teaching the emotionally disturbed child in the regular public elementary 
school. makes use of Bower's· (19.70) suggestion of the need to go into the 
life situaUons.of·the chiJ,.d and provide interyention .at the key points 
where adjustment. difficultieei are apt to arise, namely in the school, 
to wqrk with tqe emotionally disturbed children, The use of educational 
therapy provides supportive services and offers intervent.ion of a re-
educational nature on a regular schedule basis. The educational thera~ 
peutic process is .carried out ·~ortcurrently with the on-going regular 
school actiyitie.s and in the public ,elementary·school,building, attended 
by the emo.tionally disturbed child. · This investigation is concerned 
with studying the effectiveness .of such a procedure for the re-education. 
of the emotiona,lly disturbed child in,a regular elementary public school. 
Summary· 
In reviewing briefly the foregoing chapter, and reiterating the 
major points of·interest; it becomes·increasingly.and undeniably clear 
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that we are dealing with a relatively very new and dynamic·sphere of 
education, that one housed in the education, or re-education of the 
emotionally disturbed child in the regular elementary public school · 
classroom. It is not surprising that, •to date, very few articles have 
been written on this specific. subject. This is a very new approach to 
the.intervention and prevention techniques of handling the emotionally 
disturbed child, and a large st.ep from the recent .past when all child-
ren with .conduct, .. personality, .or immaturity problems were seen and 
diagnosed by clinicians with the aid of their own.specific diagnostic 
too.ls, .and nosologica,l lab.els, and then placed: in special classes · away 
from their normally achieving peers, Once so placed, the teachers 
tended to ignore most of the diagnostic reports as they were labeled~ 
and did not contribute sufficiently .to the. planning of remedial and 
interventional strategies of re-ed_ucation for the emotionally disturbed 
children, 
Many of the.recent studies and observations have put forth the 
belief, that emotionally disturbed chi+dren have definable patterns of 
behavior toward the educational process. It is also recognized that 
the classroom teacher has a considerable degree of sensitivity to 
exhibited problem behavior and emotionally disturbed behavior, and that 
indeed the. teachers' observations, and descriptions are closely corre-
lated to the judgments of; clinicians especially on the levels where 
behavior interferes with the educational process, and/or learningo. 
To aid the. teacher in differentiating .the emotionally disturbed 
child from his normal peers; Bower has formulated a teacher rating plan . 
or device which has shown eighty-seven percent correlation between 
clinically known emotionally disturbed chil.dren, and those :rated as 
most poorly adjusted by their teachers. Mccaffrey and Cummings like-, 
wise. find this teacher rating device a reliable source of determining 
behavior, with educational implications for prevention,, re-:education, 
and correction. 
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Peterson developed the problem behavior scale, which id.enti_fies 
problems in th.ree areas,· conduct problems,· personality problems, and 
problems; of immaturity. These problems have been shown.to account. for. 
over three-fourths of the problem behavior, and the scale, subjected to 
a series of fa.ctot; analyses on V1:!,rious 'populations, has proved reliable 
for use by teachers, principals, and others, and provides a potentially . 
more adequate and realistic way of obse.rving and dealing with problem 
behavior of children. 
Once problem behavior has been .observed and diagnosed, the profes-
sionals become involved in .the progri;unming and carrying out. of effective 
interventional techniques. Caplan believes that intervention must be. 
based. on a total life picture of the child, with provisions made for 
externally focused interventions as well .as internally focut;;ed worko 
Only through intervention in, both academic and adjustment areas, can 
truly therapeutic education .be introduced .or affected. The two major. 
psychoeducational therapeutic approaches have in common the us.e of pro-
fessional personnel to .interfere with the pathological processes by (1) 
correct;irtg observable behavior which interferes. with academic achieve-
ment, · (2) changing existing stiIIluli .to produce a new response, (3)_ giving 
priority to control of behavior, and (4) putting special emphasis on 
growth and relearning. 
The literature suggests some·intervening educational programs as 
the. crisis teacher, the educational engineer, and the clinician educator 
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as means of modifying behavior patterns in emotionally disturb.ed child-: 
ren. The educatioq.al therapist,. one. of · the prime concerns in this 
study, goes into the life situ_ations·of the child at key points.of 
adjustment difficulty, and l;>y offering support and re-education and 
intervention on a,regular basiE! in the regular public school classroom~ 
attempts tq modify maladaptive behavior and produce.~ more productively 
functio11-irtg .individual. 
l'Qe need still e:x;ists, how:ever, for a more generally applicable 
model to handle the. evei:~increasing .number of _inattentive, failure prone,. 
and resistant childreq. who are being separated. from the:i,r more ·readily 
educable pee:rs for special .educa.tion. Such a model must be ·understand-. 
able to the teacher, and administration,. tranE!latable ,to the classroo.m, 
and ·hold' promise for mo1re effectiv.ely _educating the emotionally dis--
' 
turbed child in. the elenien:tary public school. · A sc_hool model ·that ·makes 
us_e of an educational the:r:apist as :an interve;ntional ,agent using re~ 
educatio.nal .and remedial procedures; is ea,sily translatable to the class-
room, and can be readily understoqd'by.professionals, pupils, and par-
ents. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
In troduc tio.n 
This chapter will state and describe the use of an educat.ional 
therapist as an instructional strategy for teaching emotiQnally dis-
turbed children in the public elementary schooL This chapter will 
concern itself with a description of·the methods of subject selectiqn, 
the procedures used in collecting the data, the instruments used; the 
hypotheses _tested, and a descri_ption of.the statistica,l·treatment of 
the .data. 
Selection of Subjects 
The population for this study came from a list of one-hundred and 
tb.irteen children diagnosed as emotiqnally disturbed by the Special 
Education Center -located at the·'.Uhive;~ceof,,,S0ut~w::esTern. Louisiana o 
These children had be.en diagnosed as emotionally disturbed by the 
Special Education Center through the use of the Wechsler. Intelligence 
Sca,le for Children, .the Rorschach, the ,Draw-a.;.Person Test, and were urider 
psychiatric care, but were attending a regular classro.om in a public ele- . 
menta.ry school. The subjects, randomly· selected, were within the range 
of/or above,average intelligence, showed a range of sixteen or more 
points betwe.en the verbal and performance scale of the .WISC, diagnose4 
as emotionally disturbed, fit into a chronological age range from six to 
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ten years, and_ attended a regular class in a public elementary schooL 
The sample, ra~domly selected, consisted of 18 males. and .6 females, 
The·sample was randomly assigned to two equal size groups. One group· 
served.as the experimental group, and one served as the.control group, 
Methodolpgy and Design 
The review of studies and·observation leads to two beliefs.about 
the educational proqlems of some emotionally disturbed ch.ildren: , (1) 
many children under psychiatric ca,re seem to gain in mental health more 
quickly than they progress educationa+ly; (2) emotionally disturbed 
ch;i.ldren appear to ha,ve definable .patterns of behavior and attitudes 
towa,rd·the educational processes. 
To effect edqcational gains concurrent with the gain in mental 
health for children under. psychiatric care, the.use of an educational 
therapist was employed. The ed~cational therapist is a teaqher who is 
either certified or is working toward certification for teaching emo-
tionally disturbed and socially maladjusted children. This person is 
psychiatrica,lly oriented _and possesses skills that cut across the dis-
ciplines of social work; psychology, and education. Further, .. the educa-
tional therapist .is a master teacher in the employment of irtterventional 
and·corrective teaching strategies in.working with ell).otionally disturl:ied 
ch,;i.ldren. He employs re-educational and corrective educational strate- · 
gies on an. individual basis and at a regularly scheduled. time in the 
elementary public school attended by the emotionally disturbed child 
with whom he,is working. 
This study involved an. experim~nt whose main purpose was to deter-
mine the effectivenes.s of the usta of .an educational therapist to modify 
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the behavior: patterns and attitudes towq.rd the learning process.es of 
selecte<;l emotionally ,disturbed children in the public ,eleme.ntary · schooL 
To determine the effective11,ess. of· this instructioI).al strategy, twenty-
four sub~ects were randomly select1ed from a. populati<m of 113 children 
diagnosed as emotionally disturbed·by.the Special Education Center at 
the ·University of. Sot1,thwestern Louisiana:. Twelve of these; stibjec.ts were 
randomly' assigned. to tJ;"eatment .by the educational. therapist usiag ·indi-
vi.dual corrective and ·re-educ1:1,tio.nal strat;egies, and comprised the 
experimental ·grqup •. The twelve. remaihin,g ·subjects· comprised the conttoJ,. 
group; and received only regular cla~sroom'instruction without .the bene-. 
fit of the .educational th.erapist 's strategies. The sa:me .educational 
therapist was employed to work. with all .twelve ch:Udren in. the experi-
mental, group. 
The format for the eduq9tional. thera.pist 's working technique was 
highly structured (See-Attachment I in Appendi~ A). Th~ educational 
therapist met, with .each child. selected for the experimental group. on an. 
individual bas.is for a regularly schec;luled. period of forty minutes. twi~e 
a week. 
At ·the beginning of .,the study .. the investigator met with the educa-
ti.onal the1;apist ·to . explain the res_earch study in detail. At · that · time 
a plan fo.r the re-education of tq..e emotionally disturbed childr~n ·in, 
the experimental group .. was presented .. to the. eduqational. therapist. The 
educational therapist and .the researcher then, obtained the ,personal. 
records of the ;selected subject:s assigned to the. experimental,. group to. 
study, evaluate; and to .formulate a plan for art individualized. program 
cif re-education. The .. formulation of this plan and .its application 
dictated the co.rrective an,d re-educational. strategy used by the. educa-
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tional therapist for each child inthe experimental groupo 
The teaching strategy employed by the educational therapist con"'." 
sisted of three main activities. The first activity was counseling or 
"talk period." The subje.cts ,were allowed to relate experiences and. 
events that troubled, interested, or concerned them. The therapist and 
the child tried to arrive at a way to solve some of the child's problems 
and concerns. Much of the time all that the therapist did in these 
sessions was to lend an understanding ear. The second activity was the 
skill-building period, The. educational therapist.' s function was to help 
the child develop educational skills" He also helped to correct or 
reduce the chi],.d' s disturbed behavior, disordered thinking, and achi~ve 
greater mastery in academic skills. The third activity that the educa-
tional therapist employed was the use of social re-inforcers. These 
social re-inforcers, attention, praise, and nearness, were used by the . 
educational therapist on an individual basis to reinforce behavior of a 
positiv:e nature~ 
Some of th.e materials us.ed by the educational therapist to help 
change the ch.ild' s behavior toward the educaticmal and, school social 
situations were: (1) Counseling, (2) Talking About Yourself, and (3) 
Book About Me,. Developing success in achi~ving academic skills is a 
positive step toward changing behavior that affects school performance. 
Some skill-building materials that were used.are: (1) I Want to Read 
and Write, (2) Word Game (S,R,A.), (3) Reading Labs (S,R,A.), (4) SoR.Ao 
Skill Kits, (5) Grade Reading Texts. 
Emotionally disturbed children appear to have definable patterns 
of behavior toward the educational processes, While ,it is important 
to have knowledge of general patterns of behavior that negatively affect 
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adjustment, it is equally important'to have knowledge of specific 
behavioral characteristics found within these patterns that adversely 
affe.ct c],assroom perfo.rmance~ .· Many of these characteristics are obvious, 
to the educator who. is an .objec:tive observer. 
This study selected six conduct behavior items· for modification 
by using an educational therapist as intervent.ion. The conduct behavior 
it.ems '.selec.ted are those, that .. adversely affect classroom performance •. 
Also, these selected items have·a,heavy factor loading in.the behavior 
dimensions. of cqnduct problems ·as ._reported by Qu~y (1%6). The items 
sel(;!cte4 for this -study for modificat;ion _were:. (1) Attention Span, 
(2) Distractibility, (3) Hyperactivity., (4) Restlessness, · (5) Disobedi-
ence, and:(6) Disruptiveness. 
The operationaldef;inition .used-for the selected conduct behavior 
problems were as follows: (1) Att:ention Span referred to the ,child's 
ability to.focus in a ,specific academic.task and in listening. (2) Dis-
tractil;>ility refers to the quickness ·with which the child becomes 
fru,strated .in a task or social situat;ic:m.. (3) Hyperactivity is calm as 
opposed to being hyperactive. (4) Re~tlel:lsness'refers to the. steadiness 
wi.th which the ch.ild work1;1. (5) Disobedience refers to the :child.' s· 
ability to .. follow directions.. (6) Disruptive behavior mea,ns · the child's 
tendancy. to interrupt.class activities. 
Collectic;m of the Data 
At; the .end of the _designated ·twelve week.period for whicp. the 
treatment was applied, the investigator.had a selected principal, ·an4 
the .Director .of Special Education, Lafayette .Parish to measure the · 
changes in the selected items of conduct problem behavior, .persqnality 
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change, and reading achievement change, The Director of Special Educa-. 
tion artd the principal were not aware .of which children were in the . 
experimental.group, and which children were in the control group, The 
24 students in tQis research study were identified by adhesive tape 
behind their desks in.their respective claf;lsrooms, The principal.and 
Director of Special .Educatioq. spent one week iri observation of the con-
trol atJ.d experimental groups.in their regular classroom setting to rate 
them on the selected conc;luct.behavior .items, 
A checklist was used by the principal and Director of Special 
Education to rate the selected items on the behavior checklist (see· 
Attachment II in Appendix A). The checklist was weighted as follows: 
low 1, below average 2, average 3, and above average 4, All of the con-· 
duc;t behavie>rs with the exceptie>n of Attention Span were observed in 
terms of frequency. Attention Span was observed in terms e>f duration, 
and rated as follows: low 1-5 minutes; below average 5-10 minutes; 
average 10-15 minutes; and·above average 15 or more minutes, Low refers 
to a frequency rate of 10 or more incidents per hour; below average 
includes an incident rate of 7 ..... 9 per.hour; average refers ·to an incident 
rate of 4-6 per hotir; and above average·includes an incident rate of 
1-3 per.hour. 
Instrumentation·. 
In order to determine the. effective changes wrought by the use of 
an educational therapist,- the investigator used the Behavior Checklist, 
California. Test of Personality, and the Gates. Reading TesL The Check-
list, consisted of six selected conduct beqavior items selected for 
modification and weighted as follows: low 1, below average 2, average 3, 
and above average 4. Two judges independently rated the!;!e selected 
conduct behavior items at the end·of the research study. 
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The California Test of Personality was used to determine if the 
modification of the selected conduct behavio.r and re-education affected 
a change.in the child's personality patterns. Personality patterns are 
interpreted aE! the ideas and feelings a person has toward himself in 
relatiol) to his environment. By administering the California Test of 
Personality to. the child, the examirters obtained sc-0res. on the following 
personality factors: self-reliance, sense of personal worth, sense of 
personal .. freedom, . feeling of belonging, withdrawal tendencies, nervous 
syinptoms, and·total personal adjustment, 
To determine the.academic,achievement in reading, the .Gates Reading. 
Test was used, The Gates Reading Test was used to determine the follow-
ing.: Word Recognition, Sentence Reading, and Paragraph Reading. 
Statistical Treatment of the Data 
In order to facilitate statistical treatment of the data, the 
hypotheses· to be· tested .were simplif:i,ed into operational terms and stated 
in the null form. The resultant experimental hypotheses are as follows: 
(1) There is no signific;ant difference· in attention span between .. 
the control and experimental group~ 
(2) There is no significant· difference in distractibility between 
the control and experimental group, 
0) There is no significant difference in hyperactiv:i,ty between· 
the control.and experimental group. 
(4) There is no significant difference in restlessness betwe.en the 
control and experimental.group, 
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(5) There is no significant difference in disobedience between the 
control and experimental group. 
(6) There is no significant difference-in disruptiveness between 
the control and experimental group. 
(7) There is no significant difference·in reading achievement 
between the control and experimental group, 
(8) There is no significant difference in measured changes of 
personality patterns betwe.en the control and experimental group, 
After the data were collect,ed, the t-test for d:Lfference between .. 
two independent means was used to determine the significance, The two-. 
tailed .05 alpha level was required for significance, The correlation . 
between the two independent judges on. the Behavior Checklist was. _deter'.'" 
mined by the Pearson Product Moment, 
Summary 
This chapter has presented a description of the sample used in the 
study, an over-view of the methodology and design, a detailed discussion 
of the experimental and data collect:i.on procedures., and an outline of. 
the statistical procedures used. 
A random sample of 24 subjects diagnosed as emotionally disturbed 
was.divid.ed into two groups. One-~group was designated as experimental, 
one control. The experimental group. was subjected to tr~atment by using 
an. educational therapist, The educational therapist util:i,.zed correcthre 
and remedial interventional instructional strategies to affect change 
in six selected itelt\S of conduct behavior, personality change, and 
reading achievement, At the end of the twelve week period, two indepen-:-
dent judges administered post tests to measure the .affected changes, 
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The data were analyzed by the use of the .t-test to determine significant 
difference between, two independent means, and the Pearson Product Moment 
was-used to dete~mine the degree of correlation between the two judges 
on.the Behavior Checklist. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Introduction 
This chapter presents· a discussion. of the res.ults from the analysis. 
of the data, The research study was an experimental investigation .to 
determine the effectiveness of the.use of an educationc:1-l therapist as 
a technique for teaching emotionally disturbed children in the regular 
classroom. The use of a posttest: was made .to measure changes in conduct 
behavior, personality patterns, and achievement in reading, 
For analysis of the judges' agreement on the Behavior Checklist 
the .Pearspn r was used, The formula for the correlation co.efficient· for 
this method is 
where .. 
r .= ___ E_x_y __ 
il(Ex2) (Ey2) 
r = the corr.elation coeffici~nt 
Exy ·the product of each x and eac;h y for every individual 
Ex2 the sum of the sq,uared deviations , from the mean in X 
Ey2 ·= the sum of the sqµared deviations from the me.an in Y 
Table I shows the .number of· subjects, mean, standard deviation, 
and correlation coefficient for the two juc;lges' agreement on the Behavior 
Checkl.ist for each selected item. The two juc;lges rated each subject 
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from 1 to 4 on each of the selected conduct behavior items, · Analysis 
of the correlation between the judges presented in Table I indicate that 
the correlation \\fas high positive,. The correlati.on coefficieI).t ranged 
from a low of .83 for.attention span to a high .92 for disobedience·and 
restless behavior. The mean correlation for the six selected items of 
conduct behavior is .88. These correlation coefficients are significant 
at the .• 05 alpha ·level. 
TABLE I 
CORRELATION OF JUDGES' AGREEMENT 
ON BEHAVIOR CHECKLIST -
Judge I Judge 
Source 
N M SD N M 
Attentic;m Span 24 2,50 ,654 24 2.58 
Distractibility 24 2.42 .693 24 2,33 
Hyperactivity 24 2,33 l.034 24 2,33 
Restless 24 2.63 .271 24 2,67 
Disobedience 24 2.29 • 281 24 2.33 
Disruptiveness 24 2.58 .240 24 2.54 
N Number 
M Mean 
SD Standard Deviation 
r = Correlation Coefficient 
II 
r 
SD 
0 702 ,83 
,722 .90 
,314 .84 
,284 .92 
,269 .92 
,241 .89 
The t-statistic was .used to determine whether the means between. 1 
the experimental and control group were significant. The significant 
alpha lev.el of .05 was chosei;i to make the determination of significance 
between.the means of the measured changes .in conduct behavior, person-
ality patterns, and reading achievement of the two groups. 
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The basic formula for the t-test of a.difference between two inde-· 
pendent mea:ns is 
t 
[
rx/ _ o:x1 ) 2 + I:x 2 _ o::x2) 2 J [ ] 
------,:-t-1-+-N-2.,..) ...,~....,..-2--_N_z_ N: + N~ 
where 
Ml = the .mean of the first group of scores 
M2 ,=· the mealil of th.e second group of scores 
I:Xl 2 the sum of the squared score values of the first group 
I:X 2 2 the sum. of the squared score ·value of the .second group 
(I:Xl)2 = .the square of the sum of the scores in the first group 
(I:X2)2 = the square of the ·sum of the scores in the second group. 
Nl = the number of ·scores in the first group 
N2 = the number of scores in the second group 
Statistical results are presented and interpreted for each hypo--
thesis. 
Hypothesis One _ 
H1 : There is no significant difference in attention span between 
the control and experimental group. 
The results of the t-test used for testing Hypothesis One yielded 
a t = 2o 768 (Table II). This t is significant at the p < .05, there-
fore Hypothesis One may be rejected, These results indicate that the 
use of an educational therapist, on an individual basisj affected signi-:-
ficant differences in the modification of the conduct behavior of 
attention span. 
TABLE II 
t-STATISTICS FOR CONDUCT BEHAVIOR. 
Experimental Group Control 
Sourc.e 
N 
Attention. Span, 12 
Distr:actibility 12 
Hyperactivity 12 
Restlessness 12 
Disobedience 12 
Disruptiveness·. 12 
N = Number of Subjects 
M = Mean Score 
SD= Standar4 Deviation 
t - Statistics Test 
p Probability Level 
M SD N M 
2.916 0642 12 2o25 
2.583 .641 12 L92 
2.917 0104 12 1.75 
3.083 ,760 12 2,08 
2.583 .954 12 2o08 
3.250 .432 12 1.92 
Hypothesis Two 
Group 
SD 
,432 
,494 
,594 
.641 
.641 
.281 
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t p 
2,768 <o05 
2,823 <,05 
3o 310 < ,05 . 
3.330 <,05 
L444 <o05 
3,160 <o05 
H2 : There is no significant difference in distractibility between 
the control and e~perimental group. 
The data analysis testing Hypothesis Two. for measured change in. 
the conduct behavio.r of distractibility had a t = 20823~ which was 
significant at the p < .05 level. Hypothesis Two may be .rejectedo It 
must be concluded that treatment had a significant affect upon, the overt .. 
behavior of distractibility. 
Hypothesis .Three 
H3 : There is no signific,ant difference in.hyperactivity between 
the control and e~perimental group. 
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The t-statistic of 3.310 was significant at p < oOS levelo Hypo~ 
thesis Three may be rejected, as the demonstrated difference between· the 
two groups is significant. 
Hypothesis Four 
H4 : There is no significant differences in res.tlessness between 
the control and experimental group. 
Table II shows at·= 30333 for the conduct behavior of restless-. 
ness :which. is significant ·at .the p < oOS. This result inqicates that 
Hypothesis Four myst be rejected. 
Hypothesis Five 
H5 : There is no significant difference in disobedience between the 
control and experimental group. 
The data·analysis testing Hyp0thesis Five yielded at= L444, a 
nonsignificant statistic at the .preset significance levelo Therefore, 
the null Hypothesis Five must be. accepted.o It should be noted, however~ 
that the obtained t = .1.444 indicates some change, and approaches signi-
ficance at the .10 level. 
HypotheE!is Six 
H6 : There is no significant difference in disruptiveness betwe~n 
the control .and experimental group, 
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Hypothesis Six was rejected as results from the analysis of the 
data demonstrated at= 3.160 which is significant at the p < 005 leveL 
This suggests a significant difference in the change of measured 
behavior for disruptiveness. 
Hypothesis Seven 
H7 : There is "M ·si-gnificant difference in reading achievement 
between. the.control and experimental groupo 
From Table III it can be seen that the use of an educational ther-,-
apist as an intervention technique was found to have a significant affect 
upon reading achievement, Analysis of data indicate a t = 3o 746 ~ a 
significant statisti.c at. the p < .05 leveL Therefore, Hypothesis 
Seven must be rejected. 
TABLE III 
t-.STATISTIC FOR THE GATES 
READING TEST 
Experimental Group Con ttol Group · 
N M SD N M SD 
12 3.783 .727 12 2o4.0 · ,98"/ 
N = Number of Subjects 
M Mean Score· 
SD = Standard Deviation 
t = Statistics Test 
p Probability Level 
Hypothesis Eight 
t p 
30746 < 005 
H8 : There is no significant difference in measured changes of 
personality patterns between the control and experimental group. 
Shown in Table IV are the results of the analysis of data for 
Hypothesis Eight, The results indicate a .t =·0.140, a nonsignificant 
statistic .at the p < .05 level which was chosen for significance, 
Hypothesis Eight is retained. 
TABLE· IV 
t-STATISTICS FOR THE CALIFORNIA 
TEST OF PERSONALITY. 
Experimental Group Control Group 
N M SD N M SD 
12 49.166 23.966 12 45.833 20,599 
N = Number of Subjects 
M = ·Mean Score 
SD = Standard Deviation 
t = Statistics Test 
p = Probability Level 
Surrnnary 
t p 
0,140 <,05 
Chapter IV has presented the.results of the statistical analysis, 
Following a dis.cussion of the statistical treatments, the relevant 
findings for each hypothesis were presented. 
Significant effects were noted in all the conduct behaviors with 
the exception of disobed.ience, Significant effects were also observed. 
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in reading achievement, No significant difference was noted in person-
ality pattern changes as measured by the California Test of Personality, 
albeit some change was recorded. 
A more detailed discussion of these is.presented in Chapter V, 
CHAPTER·V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
It was .the intent; of tq.is study to investigate the effeqts of the. 
use of an ed.ucaticmal ·therapist as a technique for the modificatiol} of 
stx selected conduct behaviors, personality patterns, and·reading 
achievement of emotionally disturbed· children in. the public elementary 
school. Th~ educational. therapist ser'!'ed as a source :of interventi@n 
for corrective and re-:-educational instructi.onal strategieso . These 
instructional· st:i::ategies :also .made use of social reinforcers in. the 
nature of praise, attention, and nearness by the .educatiorial therapisto, 
Educational.therapy was used on an individual basis and at a 
regular scheduled time with children diagnosed as emotionally disturbed· 
by. the Special Educatton Center. at the University of Southwestern·. 
Louisiana •. The ur;ie of .educa,.tional corrective and re-educational strat-
egies were conc;lucted in ,the public school attend,ed by the ,selected ·sub-
jects. 
The subjects were ranq.omly selected from a population of·l13 child-
ren diagnosed as emotionally disturbed. The subjects were then randomly 
assigned-to a treatment group and conttol group, The correc~ive and 
re-educational strategy consisted of three: dimensions, The first:dimen,-· 
siqn inGluded counseling :or tal,k period. The second dimension involved 
the _use of social reinforcers. The third dimension .consi,sted of re-
educational skill buildirig in.reading. 
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At·the end of the experimental period of twelve weeks, a posttest. 
was used to measure.the changes.wrought by the instructional strategies 
used by the educational therapist. A Behavior Checklist was. used to 
rec;:_ord observed changes .. in the. six selected items of conduct behavior, 
the California.Test of ·Personality was applied to measure the personality 
pat tern chai:iges, and the Ga_tes Reading Test was· used· to .determine 
affected. changes .. in reading achi.evement. The ratings were n1.qde by two . 
independent judges who _had no knowledge of which subjects had not 
received the treatment. The two judges also administered the Califo,rnia 
Test of Personality and the Gate$ Reading Test. 
The correlation between the ratings of the two judges was deter-
mined by the Pearson.Product Moment. The·t-test was used to determine 
the ,significance .between the ·means for the two _groups on .the th:ree -
instrumen;ts used. Outcomes.of-the statistical.analysis.are discu$sed 
in the following section.· 
Conclusions, and, Implications 
The study was an attempt -to det.ermine the effects of ui;iing an 
educational therapist as .a technique·for corrective and re-:-educational. 
strategies with emotiotJ.ally disturbed children in the public elementary 
school_. The focus of the study. was an experiment structured to assess 
the ,differential effects of this teaching modification strategy on 
selected conduct behavior, personality patterns, and reading achieve"". 
ment. 
The hypotheE!eS which stated that there would be no significant 
differences·on.the means of the two groups due to the modification 
technique utiliz,ed by the .educational therapist were r~jectecl, with the 
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exception of Hypotheses Five and Hypothesis Eight which were retained, 
Hence, it can be concluded that the overall results of modification . 
therapy of five of the control behaviors and on reading achievement for 
emotiona+ly distu!'bed children in the public elementary school was 
therapeutically effective, Further, it can be concluded that the use 
of an educational therapist as a teaching technique was effective for 
the population of this study. This teaching strategy can.be easily 
understood by the regular classroom teachero It is also easily trans-
lated into a supporttve program for the emotionally disturbed child in 
regular class attendance and is administratively feasibleo It must be 
cautioned, however; that; generalizations of the results of this study 
can be only applied to the population studied, 
The acceptance of the null Hypothesis Five suggests that disobedi-
ence is not amenable to this particular educational therapy and for the 
subjects used in this study. It may be that disobedience is a skill in 
listening to.directions rather than a conduct behavioro 
The hypothesis which stated no significant difference in person-
ality patterns was accepted. The fact that no significant difference 
was observed suggests that perhaps the measuring instrument was not 
sensitive enough to record changes~ or changes in personality patterns 
did not take place during the period studied, and/or the length of the 
therapy was relq.tively short.to effect a change in personality patternso 
Recommendations 
Research studies are needed to re-examine and .extend his findings 
of this study. Re-examination of the use of an educationai therapist as 
strategy for effectively modifying changes in emotionally disturbed 
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children in the public elementary school attendance is needed. Several 
recommendations from the present study for further research are offered: 
(1) A study designed to examine the use of an educational therapist 
with emotionally disturbed ch,ildren not under psychiatric care, but in 
regular class attendance. 
(2) A study to consider the effects of an educational therapist on 
the.re-education of academic skills only. 
(3) A study to.consider.the relative effectiveness of the use of 
an educational therapist in modifying conduct behavior. Could an. 
affected change in conduct behavior only affect academic achievement?. 
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ATTACHMENT I 
PLAN FOR REMEDIAL EDUCATION THERAPISTS 
1, Procedures for each. session with a child, 
A, Establish rapport with a child. (At the first session, explain 
about you; the work you.will.be doing together; the work he will 
miss when he is out of the classroom~) 
B, Create a warm, co~fortable, unhurried atmosphere. 
C. Make explicit ru.1,es as to what is expected of th.e child at each 
period, 
D. Give quality attention to a child, Observe him carefully but 
unobtrusively. 
E. Follow a plan of work during every session, .including the first 
one, with the child. (Let him know that each session will not. 
be longer.than.45 minutes.) 
F, Adjust your rhythm pattern to that of each child. 
G. Avoid all extremes-in emotional reactions, When a child does 
well, respond affirmatively and warmly but not over-enthusias-
tically, When a child does not do well, do not make negative 
comments or tell him that he will do better in the future. 
H, Give praise and attention to behavior selected.which facilit.9;te 
learning, Tell him what he is being praised for. 
I. Ignore or withdraw attention and praise to behavior which 
interfere with learning. 
J. Allow a.brief period at the.beginning of each session for a 
child to chat - if he is so inclined. 
K. Allow adequate time (10 minutes.or so) for.tapering-off each. 
session.· 
L. Be· sure each pupil knows. when and where he is .to· meet you 
(punctually). 
M. Review, at the.beginning of each session, what has been done in 
the previous sessions. 
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ATTACHMENT II 
CHECKLIST 
Name School 
--------~--------------------- --------------------------
Birthdate Grade Teacher 
--------------------------
------- ------------
Please.check, on the·above-rtamed child~ the appropriate column by 
each of the fotiowing items. Your first reaction to each item may be 
more valid than "thinking aboutll the ~tern •. Check exactly as you feel. 
L ow 
I 
1. attention span I 
I 
2. dis.trac tibility j 
3. hyperactivity 
4. restless 
5. disobedience 
6. disruptive ; 
Below 
A :verage A verage 
! i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Above· 
A vera2e 
I 
I 
Experimental Group 
Control Group 
Exparillental Group 
Control Group 
Experillental Group 
Control Group 
TABLE I 
KEAN TOTALS 
Copduct Behavior 
Attention Distract!- Hyper-
s b 11 ii 
Reatleu- Dia- Disruptive-
ioan i tv act v t nesa b di o e ence ness 
3 
' 
3 3 2 
' 2 2 2 2 . 2 2 
Scale1 1 - Low 2 - Below Average 3 - Ave.rage 4 - Above Average 
California ~ of Personality 
Percentile 
60 70 80 90 95 98 99 
I I I t i i t 
~Reading~ 
........ .. ............. ........ 
~• I • 2 
Grade Placement 
1 
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APPENDIX C 
Experimental 
sl 
s2 
83 
84 
SS 
86 
87 
SB 
89 
810 
sll 
s12 
TABLE I 
RAW DATA FOR CONDUCT 
BEHAVIOR CHECKLIST 
Attenti<m Span 
Group Scores Control 
2 sl 
2 82 
3 83 
3 84 
2 SS 
4 86 
3 87 
3 SB 
4 s9 
3 
~+O 
3 sll 
3 s12 
51 
Group Scores 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
Hyperactivity 
Experimental Group Scores Control Group Scores 
s1 2 sl 1 
s2 2 s2 2 
S3 4 s3 1 
S4 3 S4 1 
S5 2 SS 2 
Sb 4 s6 3 
87 4 87 2 
SS 2 88 1 
S9 1 89 2 
810 3 810 2 
s11 4 sll 2 
S12 4 812 2 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
Distractibility . 
Experimental Group Scores Control Group Scores 
sl 3 sl 3 
82 3 82 2 
s 3 1 83 2 
84 3 84 2 
SS 2 SS 2 
86 3 86 2 
87 3 87 1 
SS 3 SS 2 
89 3 89 2 
810 2 slO 1 
sn 3 Sll 2 
812 2 812 2 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
Restlessness 
Experimental Group Scores Control Group Scores 
sl 4 s1 3 
82 3 82 1 
83 4 83 2 
84 4 84 2 
SS 2 SS 2 
86 2 86 3 
87 3 s7 1 
SB 3 SB 2 
89 3 89 3 
810 4 s10 2 
s11 3 sll 2 
812 2 812 2 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
Disobedience 
Experimental Group Scores Control Group Scores 
sl 4 sl 3 
s2 2 s2 2 
s3 1 s3 2 
s4 3 s4 2 
SS 3 SS 2 
s6 3 s6 1 
s7 3 s7 3 
SS 2 SS 2 
s9 2 s9 2 
810 1 s10 2 
su 3 sll 1 
812 4 812 3 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
Disruptiveness 
EJ1:periniental Group Scores Control Group Scores 
sl 3 s1 2 
82 3 82 2 
83 3 83 2 
s . 4 4 84 2 
SS 3 SS 2 
86 3 86 2 
87 4 87 2 
SB 4 88 2 
89 3 89 2 
810 3 810 1 
811 3 811 2 
812 3 812 2 
TABLE II -
RAW SCORES FOR CALIFORNIA 
TEST OF· PERSONALITY 
E~perimental Group Scores Control Group 
sl 90 sl 
82 40 s 2 
83 40 83 
84 90 84 
85 50 85 
86 40 86 
87 30 87 
88 10 88 
89 20 89 
810 50 810 
811 60 811 
812 70 812 
* Percentil~ Scores for Total Personality Only 
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Scores. 
30 
40 
30 
60 
40 
30 
20 
30 
40 
70 
70 
90 
TABLE III 
RAW SCORES FOR GATES PRIMARY 
READING TEST 
Experimental Group Scores Control 
sl 3.8 sl 
s2 2.5 s2 
s3 3.4 s3 
S4 4.0 s4 
SS 4.0 SS 
s6 4.8 s6 
s7 3.6 s7 
s8 4.0 s8 
Sg 5.3 Sg 
SIO 2.9 810 
sll 3.8 sn 
812 3.3 812 
* Achieved Grade Placement Scores 
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Group Scores 
1.3 
1.0 
3.2 
4.1 
3.1 
2.6 
2.4 
1..3 
;/5 
1.6 
3.4 
3.3 
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